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PREFACE 
An oriental visitor is surprised by the lack of fences 
or garden walls in the residential yard environment of Amer-
ican suburbs. This is probably also true for an American who 
travels in the Orient. He would be impressed by the popular-
ity of the yard enclosure in the residential area. 
This study is to find out whether the housing with no 
yard enclosure has some deficiencies with respect to envi-
ronmental qual.ity. 
The writer wishes to express sincere gratitude to his 
adviser, Mrs. Christine Salmon, Associate Professor in Hous-
ing and Interior Design, for her guidance and patience 
throughout the stµdy; to Dr. Florence McKinney, Head of the 
Depat"tment of Rousing and Interior Design, .and Mr. Steve 
Ownby, Associate Professor in Landscape Design, for their 
contributions as members of the advisory committee. 
!he writer would like to tha~k Mrs. Rosanna Chang, 
I 
Teaching Assistant in Sociology for her assistance in survey 
technique, and to Dr, Li·teh Sun, Assistant Professor in 
Economics in California: State College for his encouragement 
throughout the study. 
Finally, the si..xty•five friendly Stillwater families 
are appreciated fol:' their cooperation in the field study. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This study attempts to explore advantages of enclosed 
yards or gardens. It is expected that besides protection and 
climate control, there are some more subtle functions such 
as privacy, territorial need, beauty, design and decoration 
which yard enclosures can provide. Although these functions 
are harder to perceive or evaluate, they are psychologically 
important aspects Qf housing. These functions of the non; 
physical aspect of design are apt to be neglected particu· 
larly in residential areas in the United States. 
Because man and his environment are in constant inter-
action, and each has in!luence on the other, there may be 
some differeJ11..ces of character between "open-yard.'' people and 
"close.;.yard' peoplt\ll. This is the initial assumption of this 
·Stt:ady. Families with yard enclosures may have a better qual-
ity of residential design than those without yard enclo-
sures. 
Yard enclosures have been used for thousands of years 
and by many 00untries. Therefore, the popt:1larity of houses 
with no yard e:nelosure in t:b.¢ United States seems to be a 
unique phenomenon, 
Americans, with their advanced technology, have modi-
l 
2 
fled their living environment. The need for protection from 
wild animals no longer exists. Well~constructed houses pro~ 
vide comfort in all seasons. Weather is no longer an envi~ 
rer1JD.ental problem, Outdoor living areas often are neglected 
so long as an efficient shelter is provided, yet the impulse 
to aomimate mature has not ceased, The pioneer spirit seems 
to be still at work, expressed in a preference for open spa~ 
ees and unlimited views or vistas becoming symbols ef the 
American culture,1 And this cultllt'e may influence the devel~ 
opment of a bold, outgoing character, which is reflected in 
a preference for yards without enclosures as stated by 
Donaldson in Suzirban tt!.t!l• 2 
It is psychologically important te display 
tlae houses and arti.cles in it, and this re~ 
mains t~e of both high income suburbs and 
the new imitative suburbia of the last two 
decades. 
These words imply that people tend to like these kinds 
of dwelling patterns. However, when Simonds diseassed phi• 
losophy interacting with man's physical environment among 
different Qtlltures he said1 3 
If we S$em te others te have much energy am.d 
action but little direetien, it is perhaps 
that, as yet we h.ave no cohesive, directional 
philosophy of eur ewn to serve us as a guide. 
The eensequenee of net having a directional guide in 
a man;.;.made enviromnent is exemplified by chaotic building 
forms~ vet.t, ~ and left;.;.over open spaees. In this case the 
phenomenon. ef the open outdoor s_paces is an aecidem.tal re;.;. 
sult but net a fum.ctional goal. Thus the open yard concept 
needs to be reexamined especially in today's complex, over~ 
3 
populated society. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purposes of this study ares (1) to identify the 
fuaetions of yard enclosure, both physical and non-physioala 
(2) to determine the validity of the enclosed yard concept, 
(3) to find out whether or not the open yard residents are 
dissatisfied with their housing environments and (4) to en° 
courage the acceptance of the enclosed yard as an addition 
to the living pattern in the United States. 
Limitations of Study 
To design a man-made environment is a complex problem. 
The decisive factors of an ideal environment are not only ef 
structures, but also ef man. Even the planner and people 
using the environment may disagree on what a high quality 
environment should be. 
Planners usually assume that tbey are well~trained and 
have the ability to identify good or bad living environment. 
In respeet to the residential outdoor space, planners tend 
to believe that an enclosed outdoor yard space can convey a 
sense cf well being and satisfactiom to the reside:m.ts. 4 Yet 
this sense of spatial enclosure may not be desira~le for all 
people. It is obvious that the overwhelming majority of res-
idences possess little yard privacy. 
OW1ng to the ciifferent points of view held by the plan~ 
mer and people, it would be worthwhile to study enclosures 
4 
with equal attention both to the planner's viewpoint and the 
people's viewpoint. In additien, there are twe other reasons 
why empirical findings have d$ficieneiess 
1. Yard enelesu.re is a relatively new coneept (at least 
in this country). There are very few diseussi0ns in 
the literat1,1re related. to this subject~ th.us pres.;.. 
enting a hardship in the measurement and method of 
the empirical study. 
2. The environment usually affects man beyond his 
awareness. 5 This is especially true in testing his 
reaction to beauty, privacyp or human instinctive 
needs. 
Definition of Terms 
Yard enclosure • .;.. Any physical barrier erected around 
a house, They are mostly man.;..made walls, fences, or hedges 
which may give a certain degree of privacy. 
Privaoy~enclosure family (PE Family)-~ Family with 
yard enclosure which is solid or high enough to provide pri.;.. 
vaey to members of the family. 
Non-privacy enclosure family (NPE Family)-~ Family 
with yard enelosure which provides no privacy for the family 
but only functions as protection, such as wire fences. 
No enclosure family (NE Family)~~ Family without any 
enclosure element around its house. The four sides of the 
dwelling are exposed to neighbors and public. 
5 
Organization of the Report of the Study 
Chapter I has presented an introduction to the problem 
in this study along with purposes, limitations, and terms 
involved. Chapter II will review literature which is consid-
ered relevant to this study, since many theories support the 
validity of enclosures. Chapter III will discuss method of 
this study regarding procedure of survey and chara~ter of 
the samples. Chapter IV will pre.sent the empirical findings 
which involved the followings 
1. What factors could influence people holding differ-
ent attitudes towards enclosures? 
2. What are the important functions provided by enclo-
sures as expressed by people? 
3. How do the enclosure families and non-enclosure 
families rate their neighboring qualities? 
In the final cha.pter 11 Chapter V11 summary and implica-
tions will be p~esentedo 
FOOTNOTES 
lJohn Ormsbee Simonds, Landscape Architecture (New 
York, 1961), p. 215. 
2scott Donaldson, T_he Sµburban Myth (New York), p. 76. 
3 .. Simonds, p. 215. 
4John B. Lansing a.nd Robert W. Marans, ''Evaluation of 
Nei.ghborhood Quality", American Institute .Qi Planners .J:.Qu.:-
.lli!l, Vol. 35 (1969), pp. 195-196. 
SR · b t S ... "M ' . P . t E · . · · " J 1 
....... o er ......... ommer, .. an s rox1,ma e nv1.ronment , ourna 
.Q! Sociil Issues, Vol. XXII, No. 4 (1966), p. 67. 
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CHAPTER ll 
FUNCTIONS OF ENCLOSURE} 
Protection and Environmental Control 
In olden times, a yard enclosure was an effective bar-
rier which gave protection from enemies and wild animals. In 
recent days, this kind of protection is no longer a prime 
one. However, an enclosure still can play the physical role 
of keeping out the casual trespasser, children, and pets. 
Therefore, lawn and flowers can be protected. In another 
sense, enclosures also confine residents• Ghildren and pets 
to their own yard. This is especially important where the 
yard is near a busy street. 
Heat and glare from the sun can be controlled by yard 
enclosures. This is a special concern in the areas where 
climate is hot and dry and when yard orientation is to the 
south or west. By using adequate yard enclosure, sunlight 
may be reduced, blocked, or filtered. By using dark colored 
and rough textured materials, the surface of the enclosure 
absorbs the light to some extent. Yet by using light colored 
and smooth textured materials, the surface of the enclosure 
reflects the light. This allows yard enclosures to have the 
possibility of adjusting natural light. 
Yard enclosures also help control wind. In comparison 
7 
8 
with the behavior of sunlight, wind is harder to predicto 
However, by wisely planning the yard enclosure, the effect 
of wind control is rather satisfactory. 2 The purpose of con-
trolling wind as well as sunlight is to keep the wind chill 
factor as comfortable as possible. This may be accomplished 
by a well~planned yard enclosure. 
Apart from the temperature effect, there are two other 
functions which derive from wind controls dust and humidity 
inside the enclosure are also controlled simultaneously, 
Noise control is another aspect of yard enclosure. 
Noise is unwanted sound. In general, to a family, noise 
spreads out from the streets and neighbors. It is conducted 
by air and spreads out to a wider range. Except in an abso-
lute air tight space, it is diff,icult to avoid noise inva-
sion. However, houses with enclosures still have distinct 
advantages in noise reduction over open-yard houses. 
When noise is produced within the enclosed yard, most 
frequently, it will be heard in the house, and it tends to 
be more intensive than in an open-yard houseo This is because 
the enclosure contains the in-yard noise and keeps it from 
spreading out. Yet, people do not object so much to noises 
which are produced in their own yards since these are made 
by the members of their own families, which are more within 
their control. Besides, these noises sometimes are desirable 
if they are made by small children as in this case, noise is 
just like an alarm to their constantly alert mother. 
With the thought that the in-yard noise is acceptable, 
9 
it is possible to create in-yard noise to counteract the 
outside noise. In doing so, it produces an illusion of qui-
etness or relative noiselessness. This quietness can be main-
tained only in noise. This theory of lffunwanted noise" being 
taken over by 00wanted noise 01 has been proven in its effec-
tiveness by acousticians. 3 In this case, the wanted noise to 
the unwanted noise is like a deodorant to the unpleasant air. 
Yard enclosures apparently accentuate the power of in-
yard noise against outside noise. People in their daily life, 
with the help of yard enclosure would not feel that they 
were under pressure of having to be quiet in order not to 
disturb neighborso In fact, they would not worry much about 
their daily talk which may be heard by their neighbors. To 
avoid such embarrassment of neighbors is also an initial as-
pect of privacyo 
In addition to the actual absorption of noise by a plan~ 
ted enclosure, there is a psychological result of noise con-
trola This is the visual blocking of the source of noiseo 
This is especially true when the yard is facing a busy 
street. The constant moving traffic which is seen by the eye 
usually gives the hint of noise. Yard enclosure will elimi• 
nate this possibility. 
Privacy Control 
It is generally agreed that a yard enclosure makes 
looking into a dwelling impossible, Family privacy is thus 
provided by a yard enclosure. But the initial role of having 
10 
privacy is to maintain freedom of an individual's life with-
out unwanted interferences, embarrasment or intrusion from 
those 1 i vi:n.g nearby. 4 
Privacy is very important to man as are some other en-
vironmental qualities, but the degree of privacy needed va-
ri.es with the individual. Also, attitudes towards privacy 
have beeri found to be different according to different cul-
tures. 
In Japan, for example, houses are enclosed in their 
gardens by high walls or fences. Their privacy from outside 
~s extensively preserved but they have little internal pri-
·vacy (due to lack of interior walls). The average American 
house, on the other hand, yard enclosures have not been em-
phasized. American.houses have less external privacy, yet 
have extreme internal privacy in comparison with those of 
5 Japanese houses (Figure 1). · 
·- - . --..,.. ... 
. . 
I 
•-.·-- ...... ... 
Japanese house: family 
privacy is emphasized 
,----- - .... ·- .. -
. .................... . 
American houses indivi-
dual privacy is emphasized 
Figure 1. Japanese and American House Plan 
A Japanese residential street. r rivate domain 
and public domain are clearly separate. 
Figure 2. Japanese Residential Street 
The Chinese court yard house. Both individual 
privacy and family privacy are provided. 
Figure 3. Chinese Court Yard House 
l l 
12 
This can be explained by the .fact that Japanese cul-
ture evolved from a family-centered concept while American 
culture is from an individualized tradition. This indivi-
dualism is even practiced within the same family'. Conse-
, 
quently, the intimacy of family relationship appears to be 
a significant difference between these two cultures. Howev-
er, it is not to say that privacy is unnecessary or invalua-
ble to those people who are in certain culture because non-
physical environmental qualities affect man subconsciously. 
The value one places on privacy may not remain cons-
tant. Edinburgh University's research has pointed outs 6 
There is little fundamental difference in at-
titude towards privacy between various social 
and economical groupso only difference in the 
degree of opportunity people have for it as a 
result. 
In the Edinburgh study, a group of newly built court-
' 
,yard houses have been surveyed twice. The occupants had 
I 
moved from houses with less privacy. In their first survey, 
most occupants liked the single story plan (together with 
I 
ease of housekeeping) the best. The preference of privacy 
as second. But one year later 0 when the second survey was 
made, p~ivacy had replaced the others as the most popular 
feature. 
This change of value over time imp~ies that occupants' 
housing experiences are important in their evaluation of 
privacy, sine~ their experiences offered them more opportu-
nities in comparing conditions with or without privacy, In 
other words, the enjoyment of privacy can be learned by the 
stimulation of a change of living environmentp 1?-owever, 
this enjoyment needs a period of time to be experienced. 
13 
Another example is in Iraq, in the 1930,'s. We;stern ar-
chitects along with +raqi civil engineers, who had been 
I 
trained abroad developed a new type of housing, This is an 
open-yard-detached house instead of traditional house which 
had an enclosed yard. Unfortunately, this type of new house, 
regardless of its better construction materials, was disap-
pointing to the Iraqi occupants bec~use this typ~ of house 
failed to meet the occupants' need of privacy to which they 
were accustomed in their former enclosed-yard houses, They 
had not treasured the value of this privacy until the day 
they lost it. 7 
From the preceding, it may be assumed that ~mericans 
have not dis.covered the value of yard privacy since most 
Americans do not have tbe experience to compare these two 
I 
types, of 1 iving patterns, For the most. part, they are accus-
tomed only to the open yard house form, yet, there is a hope 
' ; 
that the hidden value of yard privacy can be discovered by 
comparing these two different types of housing. 
The yard enclosure is used as a buffer to separate the 
public ~nd provide privacy to the family. This privacy as-
sures freedom of each family to live their own way of life, 
I I ' 
So, each family may choose whether or not they want to' be 
j ' ~ ' 
I I 
acquainted with, or in contact with, other residents. Howev-
I 
er, in an opert-yard neighborhood, to achieve this freedom is 
difficult. In order to protect the family's privacy, to fight 
14 
against the penetration or intrusion of personal life, oc-
cupants tend to keep the relationship with other residents 
on a fairly superficial level as an invisible buffer. Al-
though this embarrassment happens so ofteno they seldom are 
aware that this may be improved merely by the use of a. visi-
ble, functional buffer a yard enclosure. 
Theoretically 0 there is another important way which 
may also provide yard privacy. This is by providing plenty 
of space between houses. In Stewart's thesis 0 °'plenty of 
space" is the most important housing aspect which associates 
the value of privacy rather than "a fence around the yard.118 
In another Lansing $tudy 0 most single detached families said 
they have no privacy problem until a ~ousing density of 12.5 
dwellings per acre is reached. 9 
Thus people seem to value their yard privacy. Only they 
prefer a different meth?d to achieve it -- plenty of space 
between houses. Lansing also found that a high degree of 
satisfaction of privacy exists either in single detached 
houses or attached townhouses.lo Although the density of 
townhouses is over l,2. 5 dwellings per acre, people who live 
there still feel easy and seem to have no problem regarding 
t" 
privacy. Apparently 0 this is be~ause townhouses provided 
well-designed private yards with visual and acoustical insu-
lat ion. 
As long as the value of yard privacy is recognized 0 the 
important thing is to achieve this value. Any type of ho~se 
may provide privacy if it is planned with this goal in mind. 
The Latin American "patio''. This creates 
usable space for outdoor living because 
it is private . 
. Figure 4. Latin American "Patio" 
Symbol of Territoriality 
1 5 
Territoriality sometimes is hard to distinquish from 
privacy, because each one is an example of a life style that 
resists invasion of other life styles by outsiders. The dif-
ference may be that territoriality performs its behavior 
within a given area, while according to the behavioral sci-
tist's research, territoriality is a matter of natural ins-
tinct. Privacy, as discussed in the preceding section is 
culturally shaped rather than instinctively formed. 
The research of territoriality started only a few years 
ago. Konrad Lorenz in his book, On Aggression (1966), showed 
among other things, that aggressive behavior is instinctive 
16 
in both animal and man. Niko Tinbergen complemented this la-
ter by saying that aggression is not innate, it is the by-
product which is derived from other innate behavior. Aggres-
sion is an outworking of other innate behavior. This beha-
vior, he concluded, is closely related to territoriality.11 
Based on these pioneering viewpoints 0 Robert Adrey pub-
lished a book, Territorial Imperative. In this book he at-
tempted to show that man as many other an\mals, is a tepri-
torial species. Man aggressively defends a space. This means 
territorial nature is inherent and of evolutionary origin. 
Because man needs this biological satisfaction in his envi-
ronment, the establishment of various kinds of boundaries is 
! 
not surprising. 
Among these boundaries 0 particularly in regard toter-
ritory of the individual family 0 the home is of great psy-
chological importance. However, in the ever increasing com-
, 
plexity and :i,.mper'sonality of modern society O man's personal 
and family identity is seriously threatened. Under this con-
dition, each family needs a more clearly defined enclosure 
to identify its members.1 2 
Furthermore, it should be noted that territoriality 
does not mean ownership of private property. Occupancy of a 
given land would satisfy this need. A landlord who lives 
away from his own land cannot be considered to have terri-
• ; I 
toriality. On the other hand, a tennant without the owner-
ship of the land has this aspect of territoriality. 
Territoriality is more apt to be expressed intensiverly 
17 
if the occupants live on their own land, clearly defined 
boundaries are more apt to appear. But this is not to say 
that non-prop~rty owning people are people without a feeling 
of territoriality. In facto they often exhibit the behavior 
of defining their sphere of influence -- their territorial-
ity. 
An English fence manufacturer has sa.ids 13 
• • • It is man putting hi.s stake into the ground, 
staking out his own little share of the land, no 
matter how .smalli, he likes his own frontier to be 
distinct. In it he is safe and he's happy. That's 
what the fence is • • • 
This obviously indicates that the yard enclosure plays an 
impo+tant part in symbolism. The enclosure symbolizes more 
I 
than a territory - it symbolizes a home. 
However, when a yard enclosure becomes totally symbolic 
it tends to be treated as a thing apart from the house, and 
' I 
spaces within the symbol seldom produce their significant 
functions. The value of the natural 0 innate materials in the 
yard 'is still undiscovered. As Rapoport wa'rned s 14 
I 
• • , The symbol is not necessarily good or rea-
sonable in terms of utility· · , the whole con-
cept of private house and fence may be an expres-
sion of territory which seems to be a crucial 
concept~ although it can take on different forms••• 
The whole symbolic concept of yard enclosures should not be 
overly encouraged. As the housing space gets smaller, and 
man begins to make mo:i;:-e use of outdoor living space, yard 
enclosures should be considered as a functional part of the 
strqcture and an extension of the house. 
As for territ6riality 0 from the public standpoint, city 
Garden walls can act as an e xte nsion 
of the buil<iing. 
Figure 5. Garden Wall 
18 
19 
planners and control authorities should be aware that ter-
ritoriality is a human instinct; it should b~ considered as 
a basic human right an~ the importance of i~ recognized. 
Territorial right has been recognized by law for a 
J ' 
' long time. Some of these laws were made during the pioneer 
period. At that time., lands were abundant 0 l'ife was lived in 
an unprotected manner. The exposure was not only to the vast 
open sapce but to the wilderness and danger. Social order at 
that time was unstable and security was a problem. In such 
a society, one of the te;ritorial laws was recognized by 
protecting the home from intrusion 0 even permitting killing 
in preserving this right,1 5 Strangely enough, this right of 
killing seems to be accepted by some even in the modern civ-
ilized society, 
Today, the living environment is often crowded, houses 
are so close together compared w,ith the pioneer times. Yet 
life still maintains an open manner with poorly maintained 
yard boundaries. It is very hard to define who is an intrud-
er in today~s civilized society. Yet the territory "right"of 
killing still exists. This right may serve as an invisible 
boundary to preclude intruders. Actually 0 this invisible 
boundary, in a way 0 is a potential murderer as, long as the 
right of killing is recognized in an "inviting" open yard. 
However, the killing tragedies (mostly claimed as accidents) 
could be eliminated by establishing a strong 0 visible yard 
enclosure. Infact, a strongly defined territory can also 
discourage occasional crime and vandalism 0 since within 
20 
strong territorial boundaries, any intruder would be expec-
ted to justify his presence. An intruder as a non-profes-
sional criminal will be greatly discouraged by such a chal-
lenge. 
Improvement of residential security through environ-
mental design has just been recognized by the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration by funding a research project 
to be conducted in order to put this idea into reality. 16 
Design and Decoration 
An ancient Chinese philosopher, Lao Tse, said, "Though 
clay may be molded into a vase, the essence of the vase is 
the emptiness within it. 0117 These words imply that an effec-
tive and useful space is framed, contained or enclosed. 
An enclosed outdoor space, like the emptiness within 
the vase, determines to a great extent the quality of the 
space, and makes it more meaningful. The use of a framed 
outdoor space can be compared to the use of a cup. The value 
of a framed outdoor space is preserved like the water in a 
cup. On the other hando the unframed open outdoor space, can 
be compared to water spilling on the ground. In this case 0 
the value of the spaceo like the water, is spread out and 
gone. 
lhus 0 the landscape architect considers the outdoor 
space as "architecture without a roof. 1118 The importance of 
outdoor space has been obviously considered in connection 
with yard enclosures. The landscape architect considers the 
I 
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Housing environment with no evidence of residents 
territoriality concern. Free access is encouraged, 
The potential of crime and vandalism is high. 
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After modification, walks are given emphasis1 
ambiguously used grounds are clarified, Public 
and private zones are clearly separated 
a defensible space. 
F igure 6. Defensible Space 
2 1 
framed outdoor space as a planned space, and the unframed, 
open outdoor space as an unplanned space.19 
22 
Japanese gardens are enclosed by fences. The outdoor 
space in the yard is a planned space, and its value is pre-
served, Besides, with open planned interiors 0 gardens are 
governed by the order inside the house. Man, who lives in 
the house, may enjoy his garden, However, popular American 
suburban houses do not have yard enclosures. The yards are 
frequently unplanned outdoor space, the value of the yard 
space is not preserved, and gardens are ruled by exterior 
order. The family who lives in the house may not enjoy their 
garden, i: ecause garden 0 as well as the exterior of the house 
become showpieces for dis,lay and public appreciation. 
Am~rican dwellings can thus be considered as belonging 
to a pictorial order. The effect of such visual perception 
must be created by conscious contemplation. 20 Japanese dwel-
lings can be consid,red as belonging to a spatial order ra-
' ' 
ther than pictorial, The effect of such a visual perception 
is subconscious by the "automatic registration of successive 
images and by the effect of memorized analogies,"21 In other 
words, pictorial orders take place from without the object 
by conscious visual contemplations spatial order occur by 
being within the object of subconscious integration of visu-
al and other experiences. Erno Goldfinger claimed that spa-
tial order determines the sensatton of space, and this 
should be the basis of aesthetic theory in environmental 
22 designo 
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Pictorial order: 
apprehended consciously 
from without •. 
Spatial orders apprehended 
sub-consciously from with-
in. 
Figure 7.· Pictorial Order and Spatial Order 
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Enclosure-1 create flexibility in housing design, When 
designing a family house, there should be a complete freedom 
to choose the ideal orientation; however, such freedom has 
been ignored in most housei:;, .These houses are located with 
the front parallel to the street and they all face the same 
direction. If the families on one side of the street have, 
fortunately, enjoyed the favorable orientation, what about 
the families on the other side of the street? Furthermore, 
it has been said that the quality of the orientation should 
be defined with respect not only to climate, but also to the 
·vegetation~ vistas, topography, house structure, or some 
other individual reason, 23 
As a matter of fact, houses can be arranged in differ-
ent directions so that each will have its own particular ad-
vantages. However, the difficulty is, though one finds one's 
24 
house in an ideal orientation, pe may still feel that if he 
aligns his house to that di:tec~ion, it will be against 
neighbo~hood .propriet;:y, The great pow~r of conformity in the 
1 
popular suburban neighbor.hood is se,ldom for gotten. 
When a yard enclosure surrounds a house, it makes no 
difference which is the front or which is the back of the 
I 
house. As long as the enclosure covers the unattractive side 
of the house, a person will no longer be concerned with his 
neighbors' opinions, He may set his house acco4ding to his 
own desired direction. 
Through the use of enclosures, it is obvious that chao-
tic design, which may result from a variety of orientations, 
can be reduced, A house entrance may be obscure because of 
orientation. Through proper design, an enclosure may still 
serve as a guide to orient people in finding the entrance. 
As a result of increasing dwelling flexibility and ma-
king the smaller interior seem larger, it has become more 
desirable to have an "open plan," Frank Lloyd Wright sugge~-
ted the idea of open planning in such a way that interiors 
would have close contact with gardens, It is wise to let the 
outside come in and inside go out and make no defined border 
between interior and exterior spaces. 24 
This kind of open plan will be unsuccessful without a 
planned yard enclosure. Just as an outdoor space without a 
1 
frame will lose its own value, the interior space will also 
1 
lose value. Besides, more privacy problems arise in the open 
plan wherever the housing density is high if there are no 
25 
yard enclosures, The yard enclosure has fewer structural 
limitation than does the house,· It can be freely designed 
with a vareity of lines, forms and sizes, Because an enclo-
sure has such potential, it may be the best architectural 
element with which to enhance the house. For example, an en-
closure may setve as a visual_ ~ransition between house and 
ground as seen from the street •. This could make the house 
seem iower and.create a horizontal form of the dwelling, The 
horizontal form is peaceful, calm and at rest for it lies 
comfortably on the ground at .harmony with gravity. 26 
The horizontal form is peaceful, calm and restful, 
Figure 8. Horizontal Form 
Enclosure may serve as transition between building and 
ground, This transition helps to create horizontal form. 
Figure 9. Horizontal Enclosure Forms 
An enclosure can provide human scale in a wide open 
space. 
? 
-
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Man is not at ease when the 
vertical human scale is missing. 
Man is at ease when the vertical 
human- scale is provided, 
Figure 10. Vertical Human Scale 
Trees in an enclosed yard tend to look bigger than in an 
26 
open space because even small trees are in scale with their 
intimate sorrounding. This is important when the house is on 
27 
26 
a newly developed site and where natural plants are scarce. 
A yard enclosure, as a vertical element in the spatial 
design, has great visual impact. 27 Since one is conscious of 
the vertical elements rather than horizontal ones, yard en-
closures present many possibilities in landscape design and 
may be an extension of interior design , As a decorative ob-
ject, it may enhance the visual appearance of the living 
space, 
.--·:--:-::·/~ (~(i~ 
A view is a back<lrop which can enhance 
interior as well as exterior spaces, 
Figure 11. A View is a Backdrop 
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Normally outdoor space is larger than indoor space and 
man's movements in outdoors are more varied than indoors. In 
other words, yard enclosures are usually seen at a variety 
of distances rather than from a fixed position as are inter-
iors. With this in mind, the ornamental effects of enclo-
sures, which result from different viewing distances, should 
be taken into account. In fact, enclosures may produce dif-
ferent ornamental interests by viewing from different dis-
tances. When one is close to an enclosure, one may experi-
ence the fine wood grain or the bits of granite. It can be 
s-a.id that these textures are in primary order, When one 
moves farther away from the enclosure, one may enjoy the 
larger scale of the texture of the enclosure -- the joints 
or overall shapes of the boards or granite, These become the· 
secondary order in texture. Thus the primary and secondary 
order in texture may be designed in such a way that the en-
closure surfaces change in their aesthetic composition in 
relation to the distance from which they are viewed.28 
The distance to the enclo-
sure where the texture of 
primary order can be seen. 
The distance to the enclo-
sure where the texture of 
secondary order can be seen. 
Figure 12. Proximity of Enclosure 
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The same principle may be applied to color. Such a col-
or principle has been demonstrated successfully by Piontist~ 
art works, 
In Chinese architecture, the colors used for decoration 
are primary, and they are vivid and fragmental at close dis-
tance, But if viewed from a distance away from the building, 
all the primary colors seem blended together. The colors 
lose their vivid character but create a new composite color 
to~e. 
Chapter II has reviewed some of the functions of'yard 
enclosures and some means by which these functions can be 
achieved. 
A good view is not necessarily an open view. A 
fram~d view may induce a sense of depth, antici-
pation, and mysteriousness. 
Fi gure 13. A Framed View 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
The advantages of enclosed yard designs have been dis-
cussed in the last chapter, Planners seem to ~gree with the 
idea of housing augmented by yard enclosures, However, it is 
I 
also important to know people's attitq.des toward yard .enc.lo-
su~es, Thus a field sur~ey was made in order to obtain fac-
. . 
tual information from residents regarding yard enclosures, 
Procedure of Survey 
1, A .questionnaire was developed for use with three types 
of familie~; privacy enclosure families (PE), non-privacy 
enclosure families (NPE), and no enclosure families (NE), 
2. In order to control the standard physical sorrounding of 
the samples, a personal survey was made instead of simply 
mailing the questionnaire and a questionnaire was also 
presented to the respondent while the interview was in 
progress. 
3, With the help of a Stillwater city map the sample fami-
lies were selected representing all the suburban areas 
of Stillwater, Finally, 18 privacy enclosure families, 
11 non•privacy enclosure families, and 36 no enclosure 
families were selected as testing samples, 
33 
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4. Data were organized, analyzed and the results were dis-
' 
cus,sed, 
Character of the Samples 
1, The house of each family was a well-constructed, single 
detached structure located in the center of a rectangular 
lot, They were similar in size and shape. 
2, All the sample houses were selected from a through street 
with neighboring houses in front, at right, left and in 
the back, And all houses had front yard, right yard, left 
yard and back yard, The reason for selecting such a stan-
dard site was to simplify the test and avoid any bias of 
the result which may be caused by the variation of the 
house environment, 
3, The ratio of the three types of families is not a result 
of random sampling, but rather from a desired amount of 
samples, Therefore, one should not interpret the ratio of 
the sample to be true for the total population, 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
The first section of this chapter is tq present the 
general background of the three types of sample families, 
TABLE I 
GENERAL BACKGROUND OF THE THREE TYPES OF FAMILIES 
PE NPE NE Total 
Educational Level 
College 18 11 35 64 
Non-College 0 0 1 1 
Total 18 11 36 65 
Family Life Cycle 
Single (young) 0 0 1 1 
M~rried (no child) 0 0 3 3 
Married (pre-
sphool child) 5 3 6 14 
Married (school 
year child) 7 7 23 37 
Married (old, 
retired) 6 1 3 10 
Total 18 11 36 65 
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TABLE I. (Continued) 
PE NPE NE Total 
Length of Residence 
< 1 year 0 4 13 17 
1-5 years 11 3 9 23 
> 5 years 7 4 14 25 
Total 18 11 36 65 
Ownership of House 
Owned 18 8 34 60 
Not··Owned 0 3 2 5 
Total 18 11 36 65 
For the items on educational level, family life cycle, 
length of residence, anq ownership of house, there is not 
much difference among the three types of families. 
Overall Finding 
The second seetion of this chapter is to present how 
the three types of families rate the importance of a yard 
enclosure. 
Although the no-enclosure families have no yard enclo-
sure, the questions were still asked by way of "in case you 
have a yard enclosure" or "whatever you think an enclosure 
' is for." The reason 1$ clear that many no-enclosure fami-
lies may have positive opinions because of their former ex-
perience, and many no-enclosure families may even wish to 
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have an enclosure. This fact is considered to be an impor-
tant part and is discussed in the next section. 
TABLE II 
PERCENT RATING OF THE IMPQRTANT FUNCTIONS OF YARD 
~NCLOSURE BY THREE TYPES OF FAMILIES 
Protec- Privacy Climate Design Lotline Noise 
tion Control Defini- Control 
tion 
l?E 
Family 33 78 22 73 17 11 
NPE 
Family 63 54 9 36 54 18 
NE 
Family 39 72 14 50 19 11 
Table II shows the results as follows 
1. Protection was rated important as a function of enclosure 
only by tpe majority of the NPE families (63%). 
2. Privacy was rated important by the majority of the three 
types of families (PE family - 78%, NE family - 72%, and 
NPE family - 54%). 
3. Climate control was rated important only by the minority 
of all the three types of families, 
4, Design and decoration was rated important by the majority 
of :PE families (73%) and NE families (50%). 
S. Lot line definition was rated important only by the ma-
jority of NPE families (54%). 
6. Noise control was rated important only.by the minority 
of all the three types of families. 
Privacy 
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The result indicates that PE families have the highest 
percentage in rating privacy as an important function among 
the three ty~e~ of families. 
However. it is noticeable that many NE families also 
rated privacy important. A testing factor of "wish or not 
wish an enclosure" was introduced to test whether their ra-
ting is to indicate their real need. 
TABLE III 
NUMBER OF NO ENCLOSURE FAMILIES WISHING ENCLOSURE 
ON BASIS OF PRIVACY RATING 
Privacy Rating of Wish En- Wish No Total 
NE Families 
Privacy as important 
for enclosure 
Privacy as not impor-
tant for enclosure 
Total 
closure 
14 
2 
16 
Enclosure 
12 
8 
20 
26 
10 
36 
From Table III the relation between privacy rating and 
wi~h or not wish enclosure was represente~ by the Yule's co-
1 . 
efficient Q which is 0,65. 1 (See Appendix for formula of 
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figuring Q). This is to say that there is a substantial po-
sitive assoctation between privacy rating and willingness 
for enclosure, In other words, privacy could be an important 
reason for wish~ng an enclosure by the no-enclosure families. 
For those people who rate privacy as an important func-
tion of enclosure but do not wish enclosure, the reasons may 
be that their rating is a general attitude t;:oward "what an 
enclos1,1re is used for" but this does not apply to their own 
families• needs,,Or their privacy can be achieved by another 
method such as plenty of spaces between dwellings. 
People's attitude toward yard privacy being associated 
with ~h~ir environmental experience has been discussed on 
page 12.The· following table is to test whether enclosure ex-
perience has a relation to wishing to have an enclosure 
among NE families. 
!ABLE IV. 
NUMBER OF NO ENCLOSURE FAM!LIES WISHING ENCLOSURE 
ON BAS.IS-oF·EXJ;>ERIENCE WITH ENCLOSURE , 
• ! ( 
Wish En· Wish No Total 
Housing Experience 
Had enclosure exper-
. ience -
Had no enciosure 
experienqe 
Total 
closure 
12 
4 
16 
Enclosure 
6 
14 
20 
18 
18 
36 
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The coefficient Q for Table IV is 0,74. Therefore, a 
very strong positive association between the enclosure ex-
perience and wishing to have an enclosure is revealed, This 
also indicate that those families that had enclosure exper-
ience may not be satisfied with their present open-yard en-
vironment, 
Territoriality 
J • 
As shown in Table II only 17 percent of PE families 
and only 19 percent of NE families rated lot line defining 
as an important function for enclosure, If the lot line de-
!ining can be used as an indicator of territoriality, these 
families did not select the territorial behavior, considered 
as a human instinct, 
The following table (Table V) shows whether the fre-
quency of outdoor activity has any effect on the territori-
ality, In this test, the outdoor activity is divided into 
front yard and back yard. 
A, Back 
Lot 
Lat 
TABLE V 
IMPORTANCE OF LOT LINE DEFINING ON BASIS OF 
ACTIVITIES BY NO ENCLOSURE FAMILIES 
yard 
Frequent Not Frequent 
No, % No, % 
line important 6 19 1 25 
line not important 26 81 3 75 
Total 32 100 4 100 
TABLE V, (Continued) 
B, Front yard 
Lot line important 
Lot line not important 
Total 
Frequent 
No, % 
3 30 
7 70 
10 100 
41 
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Not Frequent 
No. % 
4 17 
22 83 
26 100 
The data in Table V, indicate that whether or not peo-
ple had frequent or infrequent activity in the front yard or 
back yard the majority rated lot line defining not important. 
This means that frequency of activity has nothing to do with 
lot line defining. This reinforces the finding that NE fa-
milies do not consider the physical defining of their home 
ground important. 
Neighboring 
The main purpose for studying this topic is to find out 
whether enclosures affect the quality of neighboring, since 
good neighboring is considered an important fact;or,in envi-
ronmental satisfaction. 2 
In this test, two variables determine the neighboring 
quality. The fitst one is the frequency of casual interac-
tion, and the second is the degree of friendli,iess. Because 
proximity may affect test results, each of the two variables 
were divided by two sub-variaples1 next dopr neighbors and 
other neighbors, 
Table VI shows the neighboring quality of the three 
enclos~re types of families. 
TABLE VI 
PERCENT OF THREE TYPES OF FAMILIES IN RELATION 
TO QUALITY OF NEIGHBORING 
lnteraction . .friendliness 
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Next Door Other Neighbor Next Door Other Neighbor 
Fre- Not Fre- Fre .. Not Fre-
guent quent quent guent· Yes~·: No,':,'c Yes-J: No,'<,'< 
PE 33 67 44 56 94 6 94 6 
NPE 27 73 36 64 100 0 91 9 
NE 31 69 34 66 89 11 89 11 
~·:Neighbor is friendly 
-1,~':Ne ighbor is not friendly 
The four levels regarding "interaction" used on the 
questionnaire have been converted to two; the very often and 
often were combined into one, "frequent". The occasionally 
and seldom were combined into one, and shown on the table a.s 
"Not Frequent", A similar combination was used in "friend-
liness". 
The data in Table VI show the PE families hold the 
highest percentage of, ·ne:i.ghborl;lness among the three types 
of families. This is true regardless of location of neigh-
bors. 
In addition, the coefficient Q of neighboring quality 
was tabulated according to the three combinations of the 
three types of families. They ares PE families related to 
NPE families, PE families r.elated to NE families and NPE 
families related to NE families. These are shown in Table 
VII. 
TABLE VII 
COEFFICIENTS OF NEIGHBORING QUALITY 
OF THREE TYPES OF FAMILIES 
PE/NPE PE/NE NPE/NE 
Interaction 
Next Door 0.14 0,06 0,08 
Other Neighbors 0, 17 0,23 0.07 
Fr.iend lines s 
;Next Door o.oo 0.36 0.04 
Other Neighbors 0.26 0.36 0.25 
Mean 0.14 0.25 0.11 
· The means in Table VII show clearly that there is a 
' ' I I 
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low positive association regarding neighbori1;1g quality bet-
ween PE families, NPE families, and NE families. 
According to these data, yard enclosures do not tend to 
reduce· the neighboring quality. Based on the samples in this 
, I 
. 
study, they increased this qua~ity to some extent. 
It could be argued that eit~er it').teraction or friendli-
ness is adequate for indicating the neighboring quality. 
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Festinger and Gans emphasized that interaction was important 
to determine the neighborhood satisfaction. 3 However, Lan-
sing and Hendricks claimed that interaction is not important 
I 
I 
and it is the friendlin~ss which determines the neighborhood 
~atisfaction. 4 
Owing to the diversity of opinion in indicating neigh-
boring quality, it would be bette~ to modify the data and 
I 
calculate a mean for each separate indicator. 
TABLE VIII 
COEFFICIENTS OF NEIGHBORING QUALITY OF THREE TYPES 
OF FAMILIES AS SEPARATE INDICATOR 
PE/NPE PE/NE NPE/NE 
A. Interactiori as indicator 
Next Door Neighbors 0.14 0.06 0~08 
Other Neighbors 0.17 0.23 0.07 
Mean 0.16 0.15 0.08 
B. Fr iendl :lnes s as indicator 
,' f 
Next Door Neighbors o.oo 0.36 0.04 
Other Neighbors o. 26 0,36 0.25 
Mean 0.13 0.36 0.15 
From the above findings 0 regardless of the indicator, 
PE families present the highest neighboring quality• more 
than NPE families and NE families. 
' On the basis of the respondent's feeling, the majority 
think .that a yard enclosure has no negative influence on 
neighboring. This fin~ing is presented in Table IX. 
TABLE IX 
FEELING OF THREE TYPES OF FAMILIES' TOWARD 
YARD ENCLOSURE AND NEIGHBORING 
PE NPE NE 
No. % No. % No. % 
Enclosure Affects 
Neighboring 1 6 1 10 12 36 
Enclosure Does Not 
Affect Neighboring 15 94 9 90 21 63 
Total 16 100 10 100 33 100 
Even for NE familie~, 63% do not think enclosures af-
I 
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feet neighboring. Therefore, the theory that open-yard envi-
ronments lead to good neighboring is only an unsubstantiated 
illusion, 
Reasons for No Enclosure 
The no~enclosure families have different reasons for 
not having a yard enclosure, Table X presents seven reasons 
given by the two kind~ of no-enclosure families. 
TABLE X 
REASONS FOR NO YARD ENCLOSURE BY 
NO ENCLOSURE FAMILIES 
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Wish Enclosure Do Not Wish Enclo-
Reasons for No Famil~,·( syre Famil~~·d: 
Enclosure No. % No. % 
A. Cost 9 56 5 25 
B, Open view pre-
1 ference 6 8 40 
c. Open yard custom 5 31 18 90 
D. Neighboring 4 25 8 40 
E~ Like to see 
people 2 13 5 25 
,. 
F. Have enough natu-
ral plants 2 13 7 35 
G, Code 1 6 1 5 
,':16 Families respondj_ng 
,to':20 Families responding 
The data in Table X show that 56% of the families 
j ' 
wishing to have an enclsosure mentioned cost as the reason 
for no enclosure, 31% ment~oned being accustomed to open 
yards and 25% mentioned neighboring as the reason. 
Of those not wishing ap enclosure, 90% mentioned being 
accustomed to an open yard as the reason for no enclosure, 
40% mentioned neighboring or open view as the reason. And 
only 25% mentioned cost as the reason for no enclosure. 
Thts table seems ta indicate a tendency for the fami-
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lies not wishing for an enclosure to mention more than one 
reason, while most of those wishing to have an enclosure 
tend to mention only one reason for having no enclosure. 
FOOTNOTES 
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York,1950), They found that the proximity of dwelling unit 
entrances was directly related to frequency of casual inter-
action and subsequent growth of friendships. 
Herl;>ert J. Gans, "Urbanism and. Subutbanism as a Way of 
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ang_Plans, Basic Baoks (New York, 1,968)., Gans also suggests_ 
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"friendly" is a better predictoi;- of neighborhood satisfac..: 
tion than is the frequency of neighborhood reaction. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
It was assumed that families with yard enclosures have 
a better quality of life than those without yard enclosures. 
This is based on the fact that the yard enclosure provides 
various advantages to the residents. These advantages reveal 
their effectiveness especially in an ove:r:populated modern 
society. 
Review of the literature revealed that planners and en-
vironmental designers agree that yard enclosure can effec-
tively provide the following functions a protection and en-
vironmental control, privacy control, territor.iality satis-
' 
faction,·design and decoration in the outdoor space. 
For the empirical findings, a field survey was made to 
complete the study. Sixty-five .famili~s were interviewed in-
cluding 18 privacy enclosure families, 11 non-privacy.en-
closure families and 36 no enclosure famil:i:.es. 
Privacy and design and decoration were rated as impor-
tant functions of yard enclosure by the majority of the 
three types of families, Protection and lot line definition 
we:t:'e rated as·i,mporta~t functions only by the majority of NP 
families. Climate control and noise control were rated im-
' 
portant by the minority of all the three types of families. 
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For. no-,enclosure families I A testing factor of 11wish 
or not wish an enclosure" was used to support the idea that 
people who rated privacy as important for enclosures may in-
dicate their need and would not be satisfied with open-yard 
environment. To analyze what factor made people "wish" or 
''not wish" an enclosure O it was found that former enclosure 
experience has a very strong positive association. 
For no enclosure familiesa Despit~ the different fre-
quencies in using the yard, lot line definition did not ap-
pear important. 
Families with yard enclosure tend to have higher qual-
, I 
ity of neighboring than families without yard enclosure, 
For no enqlos4re families, Of the wish-enclosure fami-
lie::i, the most important reason<·.,:· no enclosure is cost. The 
second re~son is because open yard is the custom, The third 
reason is for neighboring. Of the not wish enclosure fami-
lies, the most important reason for no enclosure is the open 
yard custom, The second reason is for neighboring or open 
view preference, 
' I 
As a result of this study the following implications 
were reacheds 
1. The reason why enclosure families have better neigh-
boring quality may be attributed to the fact that they have 
yard privacy, ecause yard privacy implies the value of the 
absence of unwanted interference, embarrassment or intrusion 
from neighbors. There are therefore, no tensions between the 
enclosure families and their neighbors. 
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2. Theoretically, a clearly-defined resident's lot may 
fulfill the human territorial need and thus help control ag-
gressive behavior. This may also contribute to good neigh-
boring quality. But from the survey, people do not think 
that rlefi.ning the lot line is an important function of an 
~nclosure. This inconsistency may be due to the following, 
a. lot size and lot shape of the testing sample 
are too uniform enabling residents to sense the 
borders of their yard. 
b. housing density may not be at a point where ag-
gressive territorial behavior emerges. 
c. various symbolic "lot lines" appear between the 
yarrls in the sample such as lot level and lot 
pavement change which may have some effect on 
territory definition. 
Territorial need may be satisfied 
with a change in yard elevation 
. . 
Figure 14. Change in Yard Elevations 
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d. People are unaware of the importance of defining 
the lot line; this may be b~cause the environment 
qffects man mostly beyond his awareness. 
3, Even in a homogeneous neighborhood enclosure fami-
lies have better neigh~oring quality than the no-enclosure 
families. In a heterogeneous neighborhood enclosure families 
have camp~ratively much better neighboring quality. In other 
wqrds, enclosed-yard hous.ing has the poten.tic;1.l of diminish-
ing the segregation tendency. 
4, In order to develop effective enclosed yard housing, 
the planning $hould be done on a neighborhood basis. By 
doing thie, the construction cost may.be less than planning 
. \ 
it individually. This will favor a large number of "wish-
enclosure families". 
If the planning is done at one time and by one group, 
it will be easiers to study the +elationship between the 
,I 
enclosures and buildingss to study the scale o{ the neigh-
borhood, which in turn will promote a harmonious street-
scape. 
If one lives in a planned·,·, enclosed yard neighborhood, 
I 
despite the majority of dwelling pattern, one's fear of not 
following the custom is decreased. This may favor a number 
of no-enclosure families who are merely followers of custom. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10, 
11. 
12. 
13. 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRE I YARD ENCLOSURES 
1. What is your family composition? 
I 
A. Husband· 
B. Wife . 
c. Children 
boys 
girls 
D. Others 
Age(s) 
2, Does anyone of you:r ~amily have College Education? 
A. 
B. 
Hus ban.d ' s, .... , .................. ·-·----··-----................ __ . ,. 
Wife's 
3, How long have you been living here? ___ years 
4. Do you _. _, __ own· or __ ...._ rent this house? 
5. Did your former house have yard enclosures? ~Yes __ No 
6. How often do you and your .... ne.igbbors vis it with each 
other? next door · other 
A, Seldom 
B, Occasionally 
C, Often · 
D. · Very often 
7, ·Describe the ,relationships between you and your neigh-
bors • ne,c:t d'oor · other ' 
A. Strainetl 
B, Polite 
c. Friendly 
D, ~~ry Friendly 
8, Do you think yard enclosure would affee,t good neigh-
borin$1 
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9. How often do family activities occur in your yard? 
1 o. 
front yard ______ backyard 
A. F~equently 
B. Infrequently 
C, Seldom 
D, Never 
How woud you rate the importance of a yard enclosure 
fora 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D, 
,E, 
F. 
Protection, security 
Privacy 
Climate control 
Design and decoration 
Defirie the lot line 
Other----------~ 
NOTE1 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Very important 
Important 
Not Important · 
Not at all important 
11. Why have you nq yard enclosure? 
A. Too costly 
B, Do not like view being obstructed 
c. Open space as a custom 
D. Enjoy·. neighboring 
E. Like to see people 
F. Have adequate natural enclosures 
G, Code restrictions 
H. Other · 
12. Do you wish a yard enclosure? 
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APPENDIX B 
THE YULE'S COEFFICIENT Q 
The Yule's coefficient Q is derived from the following 
pro.cedure • 
variable \r,;1.:ciabl,'2 
not Y Y 
variable x A B \A+B 
Variable not x c D C+D 
A+c B+D N 
'' A, B, C, D, are the frequencies which ~ppea:r; in the four in-
'" 
terior cello! the fourfold table. A+c, B+D, A+B, C+D are 
the sum down the columns or ~cross the rows. This is the to-
tal frequency for this category. N is the total frequency 
of test samples. N is also.the sum of two columns and two 
rows. The Q iss 
BxC - Axfi 
BxC + AxD 
' ' 
'· 
The degree of association is then obtained1 If Q is 0.00, 
then the X and Y a.re""independent, that means no relation .. 
ship. If Q is +1.00, then X and Y have the strongest posi-
tive association, If Q is -1,00, then the X and Y have the 
stronge$t negative association. The +l.00 and -1.00 are the 
limits of Q, It should be called a . "perfect. positive'' or 
''pei:-fect negative" relationship •. 
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The explanation for degree of Q values ares 
Value .2f .Q. Appropriate Phrase 
+.70 or higher A very strong positive association 
+.so to +.69 A substantial positive association 
+.30 to +.49 A moderate positive association 
+.10 to +.29 A low positive association 
+. 01 to +.09 A negligible positive association 
.oo No association 
.... 01 to ... , 09 A negligible negative association 
... 10 to -.29 A low negative association 
-.30 to -.49 A moderate negative association 
... so to -,69 A substantial negative association 
-.70 or lower A very strong negative association 
APPENDIX C 
APPROPRIATE PLANT MATERIALS FOR USE AS 
YARD,ENCLOSURE IN OKLAHOMA 
A. Broad-leaf Evergreen Trees 
Botanie, names 
Ilex f os teri. 
Ilex opaca 
Prµnus laurocerasus 
~. Broad~leaf Evergreen Shrubs 
Abelia· grandiflora 
Berberis jul:i.ana 
Elaeagnus pune;ens 
EuonY!l,NS japonicus 
Euonxmus kiautschovicus 
Ilex aguif9lium 
Ilex cornuta 
-
Il§;X cornuta 'Burfprdi' 
I1ex vomitoria 
Ligustrum japonicum 
Ligustrum lucidum 
Ligustrum obt;usifolium 
'Rege 1 ianum' 
Ligustrµm ovali{olium 
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Common names 
Foster Holly 
American Holly 
Cherry Laural 
Glossy Abelia 
Juliana Berberry 9r 
Wintergreen Barberry 
Thorny Elaeagnus 
or Silverberry 
Evergreen Euonymus 
Spreading Euonymus 
English Holl):· 
Chinese Holly 
Burford, Holly 
Yaupon Holly 
Japanese Privet 
Glossy Privet or 
Waxleaf Privet 
Regel Privet 
Califo~nia Privet 
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B, Broad-leaf Evergreen Shrubs (Continued) 
Botanic names 
Nandina domestica 
Pittosporum tqbir.a 
Pyrancantha atalantioides 
Pyrancantha coccinea 
I 
Pyrancantha crenulata 
rogeris,iana 
. ' ! 
c. Narrow-leaf Evergreen (Upright) 
Cypressus arizonica 
Juniperus scoQUlorum 
I 
Juniperus virginiana 
Pinus nigra 
Pinus strobus 
Taxus paccata 
Taxus cuspidata 
Ihuja orientalis 
D. Narrow-1~,a{ Evergreens ( s'pread ing) 
' ' 
Jun~perus chinensis 'Hetzi' 
Pinus mugo .mughus 
E. Large·µeciduous Trees 
Ailanthus altissima 
Populus alba 'italica' 
F. Small Deciduous Trees 
Crataegus crus-galli 
Elaeagnus angustifolia 
Poncirus trifoliata 
Common names · 
Heavenly Bamboo 
or Nandina 
Japanese Pittosporum 
Gibbs Firet;hron 
Scarlet Firethro~ 
Rogers Firethron 
Arizona Cypress 
Rocky Mountain 
Juniper 
Eastern Red Cedar 
Austrian Pine 
I 
' Eastern White Pine 
English Yew 
Japanese Yew 
Oriental Arborvitae 
Hetzi Juniper 
Mugo Pine 
Tree of Heaven 
Lombardy Poplar 
Cockspur Hawthorn 
Russian Olive 
Trifoliate or,nge 
G. Large Deciduous Shrubs 
Botanic names 
Ligustrum amurense 
H. Medium Deciduous Shrubs 
Chaenomeles lageharia 
Euqnymus alata 
Forsx;thia x intermedia 
spectabilis 
Hibiscus syriacus 
Lonicera fragrantissima 
Lonicera tatarica 
Spirea vanhouttei 
Common names 
Amur Privet 
Flowering Quince 
Winged Euonymus or 
Burning Bush 
Showy Border For-
sythia 
_,_Shrubalthea or Rose 
of Sharon 
Winter Honeysuckle 
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Tartarian Honeysuckle 
Vanhoutte Spirea 
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